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A. Sheldon AMS-6030M Fab-Lab Adjustable Height 
Workbench:                      
60”W. x 30"D. x 25.5”- 35.5" adjustable height range. (add 4” 

to hgt with casters) 
 

1. The Fab-Lab Workbench is a versatile bench provided 
with a heavy-duty  
steel frame with adjustable height steel tube legs and 
gray baked powder coat finish. 

 
2. The 16 ga. steel frame consist of an H-Leg assembly 

on each end with a 6” x 2” x 24” flanged top brace and 
a 1-1/2” x 2” U-shaped bottom brace welded each end 
to two (2) 2” x 2” O.D. x 26-3/4” 16-ga. leg tubes. H-
Leg assemblies are supported by horizontal 6” x 5-1/2” 
x 54” flanged front and rear aprons attached at each 
end to legs with three (3) bolts.  Each Leg houses a 
14-ga.1-3/4” x 1-3/4” x 18” adjustable height, steel leg 
insert tube. Leg insert has ten (10) 3/8”-16 threaded 
rivet nuts for height adjustment, and 14-ga. bottom 
cap plate with 1/2”-13 weld nut on interior face for 
optional 4” locking casters. Adjustable height of each 
leg insert is secured with two (2) removeable steel hex 
head bolts. 

 
3. H-leg assemblies are supported with a 14-ga. 2-1/2” x 

58” flanged steel stretcher attached at each end to 
bottom braces with sheet metal screws. 

 
4. The static weight capacity of the workbench is 1500 

lbs. without casters and 1200 lbs. with casters.  
  

5. Provide bench with optional No. 253993 12” wide steel 
shelf with 1-1/2” lip on front and back, and attached 
each end to H-leg assembly bottom braces with sheet 
metal screws. 

 
6. Provide bench with optional No. 253996 4” locking 

casters (Set of 4). 
 

7. Provide bench with optional 1-3/4” Maple Top - (M).  
60” wide x 30” deep. 



 

  
8.       Available Options as specified: 

 
a. 1-1/4” Plastic Laminate Almond Top - (PA). 
b. 1-1/4” Plastic laminate Black Top - (PB). 
c. 1-1/2” Shop Top - (S). 
d. 1-3/4” Maple Top - (M). 
e. AMS-6030 Workbench - 60” wide. 
f. AMS-7230 Workbench - 72” wide. 
g. AMS-9630 Workbench - 96” wide. 
h. 253993 Shelf for 60” bench (12” wide). 
i. 253994 Shelf for 72” bench (12” wide). 
j. 253995 Shelf for 96” bench (12” wide). 
k. 253996 4” Locking Casters (Set of 4); adds 4” 

to table hgt. 
 

       
 


